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   document authors.  All rights reserved.

   This document is subject to BCP 78 and the IETF Trust's Legal
   Provisions Relating to IETF Documents in effect on the date of
   publication of this document (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info).
   Please review these documents carefully, as they describe your rights
   and restrictions with respect to this document.

Abstract

   Pre-congestion notification (PCN) is a mechanism designed to protect
   the Quality of Service of inelastic flows.  It does this by marking
   packets when traffic load on a link is approaching or has exceeded a
   threshold below the physical link rate.  This baseline encoding
   specified how two encoding states could be encoded into the IP
   header.  This document specified an extension to the baseline
   encoding that enables three encoding states to be carried in the IP
   header as well as enabling limited support for end-to-end ECN.

Status (to be removed by RFC Editor)

   This memo is posted as an Internet-Draft with an intent to eventually
   be published as an experimental RFC.  The PCN Working Group will be
   asked to adopt this memo as a Working Group document describing one
   of several possible experimental PCN encoding schemes.  The intention
   is that the title of this document will change to avoid confusion
   with the three state marking scheme.

Changes from previous drafts

   From 00 to 01:

   o  Checked terminology for consistency with
      [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding]

   o  Minor editorial changes.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/bcp78
http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info
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1.  Introduction

   Pre-congestion notification provides information to support admission
   control and flow termination at the boundary nodes of a Diffserv
   region in order to protect the quality of service (QoS) of inelastic
   flows [I-D.ietf-pcn-architecture].  This is achieved by marking
   packets on interior nodes according to some metering function
   implemented at each node.  Excess traffic marking marks PCN packets
   that exceed a certain reference rate on a link while threshold
   marking marks all PCN packets on a link when the PCN traffic rate
   exceeds a higher reference rate.  These marks are monitored by the
   egress nodes of the PCN-domain.

   The baseline encoding described in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding]
   provides for deployment scenarios that only require two PCN encoding
   states.  This document describes an experimental extension to the
   base-encoding in the IP header that adds two capabilities:

   o  the encoding of a third PCN encoding state in the IP header

   o  preservation of the end-to-end semantics of the ECN field even
      though PCN uses the field within a PCN-region that interrupts the
      end-to-end path

   The second of these capabilities is optional and the reasons for
   doing it are discussed in

2.  Requirements notation

   The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT",
   "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this
   document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].

3.  Terminology

   Most of the terminology used in this document is defined either in
   [I-D.ietf-pcn-architecture] or in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding].
   The following additional terms are defined in this document:

   o  PCN-flow - a flow covered by a reservation but which hasn't
      signalled that it requires end-to-end ECN support.

   o  PCN-enabled-ECN-flow - a flow covered by reservation and for which
      the end-to-end transport has explicitly negotiated ECN support
      from the PCN-boundary-nodes.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2119
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   o  Not-Marked (xxx), where xxx represents a standard ECN codepoint -
      packets that are PCN capable but carry no PCN mark.  Also NM(xxx).
      The (xxx) represents the ECN codepoint that the packet arrived
      with at the PCN-ingress-node e.g.  NM(CE) represents a PCN capable
      packet that has no PCN marking but which arrived with the ECN bits
      set to congestion experienced.

4.  The Requirement for Three PCN Encoding States

   The PCN architecture [I-D.ietf-pcn-architecture] describes proposed
   PCN schemes that require traffic to be metered and marked using both
   Threshold and Excess Traffic schemes.  In order to achieve this it is
   necessary to allow for three PCN encoding states.  The constraints
   imposed by the way tunnels process the ECN field severely limit how
   to encode these states as explained in
   [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding] and [I-D.ietf-tsvwg-ecn-tunnel].
   The obvious way to provide one more encoding state than the base
   encoding is through the use of an additional PCN-compatible DiffServ
   codepoints.  One aim of this document is to allow for experiments to
   show whether such schemes are better than those that only employ two
   PCN encoding states.  As such, the additional DSCP will be taken from
   as the EXP/LU pools defined in [RFC2474].  If the experiments
   demonstrate that PCN schemes employing three encoding states are
   significantly better than those only employing two then at a later
   date IANA might be asked to assign a new PCN enabled DSCP from pool
   1.

5.  Adding Limited End-to-End ECN Support to PCN

   [I-D.sarker-pcn-ecn-pcn-usecases] suggests a number of use-cases
   where explicit preservation of end-to-end ECN semantics might be
   needed across a PCN domain.  One of the use-cases suggests that the
   end-nodes might be running rate-adaptive codecs that would respond to
   ECN marks by reducing their transmission rate.  If the sending
   transport sets the ECT codepoint, the setting of the ECN field as it
   arrives at the PCN ingress node will need to be re-instated as it
   leaves the PCN egress node.

   If a PCN region is starting to suffer pre-congestion then it may make
   sense to expose marks generated within the PCN region by forwarding
   CE marks from the PCN egress to such a rate-adaptive endpoint.  They
   would be in addition to any CE marks generated elsewhere on the end-
   to-end path.  This would allow the endpoints to reduce the traffic
   rate.  This will in turn help to alleviate the pre-congestion,
   potentially averting any need for call blocking or termination.
   However, the 'leaking' of CE marks out of the PCN region is

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2474
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   potentially dangerous and could violate [RFC4774] if the end hosts
   don't understand ECN (see section 18.1.4 of [RFC3168]).

   Therefore, a PCN region can only support end-to-end ECN if the PCN
   edge nodes are sure that the end-to-end transport is ECN-capable.
   That way the PCN egress nodes can ensure that they only expose CE
   marks to those receivers that will correctly interpret them as a
   notification of congestion.  The end-points may indicate they are
   ECN-capable through some higher-layer signalling process that sets up
   their reservation with the PCN boundary nodes.  The exact process of
   negotiation is beyond the scope of this document but is likely to
   involve explicit two way signalling between the end-host and the PCN-
   domain.

   In the absence of such signalling the default behaviour of the PCN
   egress node will be to clear the ECN field to 00 as in the baseline
   PCN encoding [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding].

6.  Encoding Three PCN States in IP

   The three state PCN encoding scheme is based closely on that defined
   in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding] so that there will be no
   compatibility issues if a PCN-domain changes from using the baseline
   encoding scheme to the experimental scheme described here.  There are
   two versions of the scheme.  The basic three state scheme allows for
   carrying both Threshold Marked (ThM) and Excess traffic MArked (ETM)
   traffic.  The full scheme additionally allows us to carry end-to-end
   ECN.

6.1.  Basic Three State Encoding

   The following table shows how to encode the three PCN states in IP.
   The authors spent some time trying to establish which way round to
   put the two marked states before settling on this.  Because it is
   envisaged that DSCP 2 will be of lower priority than DSCP 1 the
   change in marking from Threshold to Excess Traffic involves
   downgrading the traffic which seems to be consistent with the
   requirement that such changes should not be reversed.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc4774
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3168#section-18.1.4
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      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+
      |  DSCP  | Not-ECT (00) | ECT(0) (10) | ECT(1) (01) | CE (11) |
      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+
      | DSCP 1 |    Not-PCN   |      NM     |      CU     |   ThM   |
      | DSCP 2 |    Not-PCN   |      CU     |      CU     |   ETM   |
      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+

         Where DSCP 1 is a PCN-compatible DiffServ codepoint (see
   [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding]) and DSCP 2 is a PCN-compatible DSCP
               from the EXP/LU pools as defined in [RFC2474]

                 Table 1: Encoding three PCN states in IP

6.2.  Full Three State Encoding

   Table 2 shows how to additionally carry the end-to-end ECN state in
   the IP header.

      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+
      |  DSCP  | Not-ECT (00) | ECT(0) (10) | ECT(1) (01) | CE (11) |
      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+
      | DSCP 1 |    Not-PCN   | NM(Not-ECT) |    NM(CE)   |   ThM   |
      | DSCP 2 |    Not-PCN   |  NM(ECT(0)) |  NM(ECT(1)) |   ETM   |
      +--------+--------------+-------------+-------------+---------+

         Where DSCP 1 is a PCN-compatible DiffServ codepoint (see
   [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding]) and DSCP 2 is a PCN-compatible DSCP
               from the EXP/LU pools as defined in [RFC2474]

                 Table 2: Encoding three PCN states in IP

   The four different Not Marked (NM) states allow for the addition of
   limited end-to-end ECN support as explained in the previous section.

Warning

6.2.1.  Forwarding Traffic Out of the PCN-domain

   As each packet exits the PCN-domain, the PCN-egress-node MUST check
   whether it belongs to a PCN-enabled-ECN-flow.  If it belongs to such
   a flow then the following table shows how the ECN field should be re-
   set.  In addition all packets should have their DSCP reset to the
   appropriate DSCP for the next hop.  If the next hop is not another
   PCN region this will not be a PCN-compatible DSCP, and by default
   will be the best-efforts DSCP.  Alterntively higher layer signalling
   mechanisms may allow the DSCP that packets entered the PCN-domain
   with to be re-instated.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2474
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2474
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   +-------+-------------+-----------------+-----------------+---------+
   |  DSCP |      00     |        10       |        01       |    11   |
   +-------+-------------+-----------------+-----------------+---------+
   |  DSCP | Not PCN --> | NM(Not-ECT) --> |  NM(CE) --> CE  | ThM --> |
   |   1   |   Not ECT   |     not-ECT     |                 |    CE   |
   |  DSCP | Not PCN --> |  NM(ECT(0)) --> |  NM(ECT(1)) --> | ETM --> |
   |   2   |   Not ECT   |      ECT(0)     |      ECT(1)     |    CE   |
   +-------+-------------+-----------------+-----------------+---------+

     Where each cell gives the incoming PCN state and the outgoing ECN
                                  state.

     Table 3: Egress rules for resetting ECN field for PCN Enabled ECN
                                   Flows

   For packets belonging to a PCN-flow the ECN field MUST be reset to
   not-ECT (00) as defined in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding].

7.  PCN domain support for the PCN extension encoding

   PCN traffic MUST be marked with a DiffServ codepoint that indicates
   PCN is enabled.  To comply with the PCN extension encoding, this
   codepoint is either a PCN-compatible DSCP assigned by IANA for use
   with the baseline PCN encoding [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding] or a
   DSCP from pools 2 or 3 for experimental and local use [RFC2474].  The
   exact choice of DSCP may vary between PCN-domains but MUST be fixed
   within each PCN-domain.

   All nodes within a PCN-domain MUST understand and support the three
   PCN states of the PCN extension coding.  Therefore if any PCN-node
   does not support three PCN encoding states, any node in the same PCN-
   domain MUST NOT be configured to use three PCN encoding states as
   defined here.

7.1.  End-to-End transport behaviour compliant with the PCN extension
      encoding

   Transports wishing to use both a reservation and end-to-end ECN MUST
   establish that their path supports this combination.  Support of end-
   to-end ECN by PCN boundary nodes is OPTIONAL.  Therefore transports
   MUST check with both the PCN-ingress-node and PCN-egress-node for
   each flow.  The sending of such a request MUST NOT be taken to mean
   the request has been granted.  The PCN-boundary-nodes MAY choose to
   inform the end-node of a successful request.  The exact mechanism for
   such negotiation is beyond the scope of this document.  A transport
   that receives no response or a negative response to a request to
   support end-to-end ECN within a flow reservation MUST set the ECN

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2474
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   field of all subsequent packets in that flow to Not-ECT if it wishes
   to guarantee that the flow will receive PCN treatment.

   If a domain wishes to use the full scheme described in Table 2 all
   nodes in that domain MUST be configured to understand the full
   scheme.

7.2.  PCN-boundary-node behaviour compliant with the PCN extension
      encoding

   o  If both the PCN ingress and egress nodes support end-to-end ECN,
      and the transport has successfully requested end-to-end ECN the
      flow becomes a PCN-enabled-ECN-flow.

   o  If either of a PCN ingress-egress pair does not support end-to-end
      ECN or if the end-to-end transport does not request support for
      end-to-end ECN then the PCN-boundary-nodes MUST assume the packet
      belongs to a PCN-flow.

7.2.1.  Behaviour for packets belonging to a PCN-flow

   o  If a packet belongs to a PCN-flow arrives at the PCN-ingress-node
      with its ECN field already marked as CE or ECT, it SHOULD be
      dropped.  Alternatively it MAY be downgraded to a lower (non-PCN)
      service class or MAY be tunnelled through the PCN region.  It MUST
      NOT be admitted to the PCN region directly.

   o  When a packet belonging to a PCN-flow carrying the not-ECT
      codepoint arrives at the PCN-ingress-node, the ECN field MUST be
      set to ECT(0) (10) and the DiffServ field set to DSCP 1.

   o  When a packet belonging to a PCN-flow leaves the PCN-domain
      through the PCN-egress-node, the ECN bits MUST be set to not-ECT
      (00).

7.2.2.  Behaviour for packets belonging to a PCN-enabled-ECN-flow

   o  When a packet belonging to a PCN-enabled-ECN-flow arrives at the
      PCN-ingress-node, then the ECN field and DSCP MUST be set to the
      appropriate NM(xxx) setting as shown in Table 2.

   o  When a packet belonging to a PCN-enabled-ECN-flow leaves the PCN-
      region through a PCN-egress-node, the ECN bits MUST be set
      according to Table 3 and the DSCP MUST be set to the appropriate
      DSCP for the next hop as discussed in Section 6.2.1 above.
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7.3.  PCN-interior-node behaviour compliant with the PCN extension
      encoding

   o  If a PCN interior node indicates that a packet is to be threshold
      marked then the ThM codepoint MUST be set by changing the ECN bits
      to 11 and ensuring the Diffserv field is set to DSCP1.

   o  If a PCN interior node indicates that a packet is to be excess
      traffic marked then the EM codepoint MUST be set by changing the
      ECN bits to 11 and ensuring the Diffserv field is set to DSCP2 as
      defined above.

7.4.  Behaviour of any PCN node compliant with the PCN extension
      encoding

   o  PCN nodes MUST NOT change not-PCN to another codepoint and they
      MUST NOT change a PCN-Capable codepoint to not-PCN.

   o  ThM MUST NOT be changed to NM.

   o  ETM MUST NOT be changed to ThM or to NM.

8.  IANA Considerations

   This document asks IANA to assign one DiffServ codepoint from Pool 2
   or Pool 3 (for experimental/local use)[RFC2474].  Should any of the
   three encoding state experimental PCN schemes prove sufficiently
   successful then, at a later date, IANA will be requested in a later
   document to assign a dedicated DiffServ codepoint from pool 1 for
   standards use.

9.  Security Considerations

   The security concerns relating to this extended PCN encoding are
   essentially the same as those in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding].

   This extension coding gives end-to-end support for the ECN nonce
   [RFC3540], which is intended to protect the sender against the
   receiver or against network elements concealing a congestion
   experienced marking or a lost packet.  PCN-based reservations
   combined with end-to-end ECN are intended for partially inelastic
   traffic using rate-adaptive codecs.  Therefore the end-to-end
   transport is unlikely to be TCP, but at this time the nonce has only
   been defined for TCP transports.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc2474
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc3540
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10.  Conclusions

   This document describes an extended encoding scheme for PCN that
   provides for three encoding states as well as support for end-to-end
   ECN.  The encoding scheme builds on the baseline encoding described
   in [I-D.ietf-pcn-baseline-encoding].  Using this encoding scheme it
   is possible for operators to conduct experiments to check whether the
   addition of an extra encoding state will significantly improve the
   performance of PCN.  It will also allow experiments to determine
   whether there is a need for end-to-end ECN support within the PCN-
   domain (as against end-to-end ECN support through the use of IP-in-IP
   tunnelling or by downgrading the traffic to a lower service class).
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